INTERACTIVE PRESENTATIONS
BASED ON MULTITACTION 55
MULTITACTION 55 UNVEILS ULTIMATE POTENTIALITIES OF YOUR INTERACTIVE PRESENTATIONS
Multitaction 55

Multitaction 55 is a multi-touch panel of large size (55’ diagonal) with small depth at the same time (less than 20 sm), which allows to build it in various constructions even in furniture. This panel has high resolution of FULL HD, its frameless design let construct seamless walls up to 24 pieces also obtaining multi-touch technology and infrared sensors allowing to track unlimited number of touches and to read markers simultaneously. So you may display your information in many various ways suitable for particular purpose.

Intuitive control by simple touch or activation of the video, info window and other content by reading a marker directly from the display.
Unlimited number of touch points.

Interaction with hands, objects, 2D bar codes and IR pens.
MultiTaction displays can be combined into interactive multiuser walls and tables of any size and shape and embedded in customer furniture.

Particularly world's first interactive LCD displays with ultrathin seam allow to create almost seamless walls from up to 24 displays.
Markers

The unique functionality of this panel is markers and other objects recognition. Particular interface or control menu may be bounded to every object and can be activated by simple touch of the panel surface by this object.

This seems like performance: several little models that embody various goods or construction objects may be prepared and demonstrate visually their features on the table.

The number of markers is unlimited.

Video example:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OysfuX4-ZZE
Every marker contains an individual code and allows to activate the content on the screen which corresponds uniquely to it.

Exposing 2 different markers one may demonstrate visually respectful numbers and comparison rates of different objects.
MultiTaction ® Codice

MultiTaction ® Codice turns shared interactive displays into personal. The technology Codice markers is the possibility to generate and print individual markers on various medium such as plastic cards, exhibition tickets or in form of stickers to various objects.

Markers let users identify themselves by simple placing the object on the display.

Codice markers may be attached to any personal information such as name, e-mail or social network ID. Thus, user with just couple of movements may send to his e-mail or post to his social network page any content from the table.

Video example:
http://youtu.be/fI-kvzPZsM8
In addition Multitaction 55 may be used as multi-touch controller for your multimedia installations.

Additional screens or screen compositions may become a part of one installation and be controlled by users through this panel.
High accuracy and speed of control.

The MultiTaction® Codice technology let identify users.

Unlimited number of touches.

Capability to combine panels on the analogy of seamless screens.

The depth less than 20 sm.

Multitaction has a feature of recognition markers including mock-up models.
Today MultiTaction ® is one of the best multitouch displays of its league.